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Building permission granted! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
In mid-July the prefectural government in July gave the much prayed    
for building permission for the new Yamada café. Preparations for the 
reopening on August 2nd resumed at high speed as volunteers  
moved furniture, planted flower beds, drew lines in the carpark,  
scrubbed floors and hung curtains.  All this activity culminated in a joyful re-dedication ceremony on August 
6th.  We praise God that higher than anticipated moving costs have been completely covered. Although with 
only 648 Japanese financial supporters (both churches and individuals) at the end of September, we are still 
far from the goal of 1,000 for 2016, we do still have enough funds in hand for current running costs.  

New potential  
The new site has brought with it new potential. 
Children had stopped coming to the old Yamada 
cafe as the land around became a massive 
building site. The new site borders a road children 
walk on to school and lots now drop in to play or 
study.  OMF Germany ran a year-long project for 
young people to raise money for Ippo Ippo’s 
ministry to children and this gift was used for a 
day camp at Yamada on August 20th, the 
programme including a puppet presentation. 
From October it is planned to start church based activities for children and young people in 

both Kamaishi and Yamada on a monthly basis. In Yamada this will be a Sunday School from 2-4pm. Pray for staff 
member Mr Shingo Sakanishi, a recent graduate from Bible College, as he runs this. On weekdays, former café 
regulars amongst the elderly population have been joined by newcomers from the neighbourhood. General 
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conversations come to a halt for a brief Bible Time led by staff from 11:45 to 11:50 each day.  It is encouraging to 
see some regulars who used to leave intentionally before this, now staying to listen.  

Disaster prone Japan 
Volunteers from Sapporo International Church visiting Ippo Ippo Iwate in September reminded us, that for residents, 
disaster is never far from their minds although the 2011 tsumani is more than 5 years in the past. These volunteers 
wrote: ‘We arrived in Yamada on September 8th along with Typhoon no 13.  Warning sirens kept going off half the 
night and the noise of heavy rain drumming on the roof of the prefab Yamada café where we were staying kept us 
uneasily awake. It must have been much worse for those who have now lived for years in similar prefabricated 
temporary housing. Any rain or wind will be a sharp, poignant reminder of what they have suffered.’   

A planned kids’ event had to be cancelled the 
next day and other activities were carried out in 
extremely sticky temperatures of 30 degrees 
Centigrade but Yamada escaped serious damage. 
Further north and inland, however, the town of 
Iwaizumi (see pictures) was badly flooded. Two 
Ippo Ippo staff went a few days later to help 
clear mud from houses - a poignant reminder of 

how prone many areas of Japan are to natural 
disaster, a fact which must be a constant source of underlying stress to those we work with at Ippo Ippo.    

Obon –welcoming the spirits back from the dead 
Typhoons are not the only challenge. Mid - August sees much of Japan on the move in an annual holiday that 
includes for many, a visit to worship at the ancestral grave. While we rejoice in the fact that a number of elderly 
Yamada residents are regularly attending Sunday services, it was noticeable that during the Obon season they would 
not invite Ippo staff into their temporary homes as they usually do. Doubtless they had small home Buddhist altars 
set up to pray for loved ones lost in the tsunami.  Staff painfully felt the clash between tradition and the claims of 
Christian faith. Attracted these elderly people may be in their loneliness to Christianity and the Christian community 
but there is yet a fierce spiritual battle to be fought before we see them enter the kingdom. 

The future direction of Ippo Ippo  
The Yamada café is safely settled in its new home.  Now prayer is needed for the future direction of Ippo Ippo 
ministry and for Sanriku Nozomi (Hope) church.  Do pray for the Ippo Ippo Iwate board, for the pioneer church 
planting committee responsible for the church and for staff on the ground to be clearly led by God. In Kamaishi there 
were still 63 temporary housing complexes as of July 2016 but reducing to 22 within 2 years. The social needs of the 
area are changing. The local governments of Kamaishi and Yamada are different in character and ministry 
possibilities differ. Where should limited time and energy be focused?  Pray for wisdom as people wrestle with this 
issue in the coming months and years.   Our 4 permanent staff are more than fully stretched organizing a host of 
varied volunteer activities as well as the day to day running of the café in Yamada and events in temporary housing 
or with children in Kamaishi. One member of staff is planning to leave at the end of the year so additional staff will 
be needed and we continue to pray for a long-term, fulltime leader for the church in Kamaishi and Yamada.  
 

  
Above: August 6th Re-dedication ceremony  

 

From Miriam Davis (OMF Japan) on behalf of Ippo Ippo Iwate 
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